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For 100 years, Pitney Bowes has crafted innovative sending technologies that empower
businesses of all sizes to ensure they get it right every time they send, by simplifying
the complexities of mailing and shipping. Sending is at the core of everything we do.
Pitney Bowes continues to offer industry-leading mail inserting solutions along with
innovative high-speed inkjet printing systems that help high volume production mailers
increase productivity and lower print costs. Add to that the power of digital solutions
that enhance and scale their mailing solutions, and businesses now have access to
valuable tools that help optimize productivity, accuracy and compliance.
Shippers of all sizes can access industry-leading multi-carrier shipping via the SendPro®
family of solutions, which brings together enterprise-caliber postal and multi-carrier
shipping capabilities to take the guesswork out of selecting the right service level and
carrier for each piece. Receiving solutions are offered via SendSuite®, which offers the
flexibility of being installed on-premise, hosted or cloud-based. By adding an Intelligent
Locker to a receiving operation, package delivery and pickup becomes streamlined,
efficient and contactless — for workers and recipients.
Through our connected digital eco-system of hardware and SaaS, we offer the latest
analytics tools to help you get more from your sending solutions. We provide you the
data and insights about everything you send, how much you’ve spent, how much you
saved and identify new savings opportunities across your organization. In addition, data
on your receiving operation helps you monitor and improve productivity on package
delivery and pickup.
From the world’s largest mailers and shippers to the smallest home offices, Pitney
Bowes delivers innovative and scalable sending technology solutions to drive more value
and help businesses grow.
Let Pitney Bowes help you simplify sending. pitneybowes.com
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